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Breast #4 Breast #10 Breast #11 Breast #13

Read length histogram

# of reads 8,774,038 8,023,521 7,297,210 7,973,125

Read length 109 bp 111 bp 110 bp 113 bp

% reads on-target 95.8% 96.2% 96.4% 96.6%

% amplicon coverage 

uniformity 97.7% 97.5% 96.9% 96.2%

Sample FFPE image DNA RNA Peptides

#4 139.5 ng 672.5 ng 30.0 µg

#10 114.0 ng 730.0 ng 44.0 µg

#11 47.0 ng 1735.0 ng 35.4 µg

#13 71.0 ng 1462.5 ng 52.0 µg
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DNA Metrics

Extraction Method

Standard Multi-omics

Representative amplicon histogram

Average # of reads 9,547,177 9,346,122

Average read length 113.5 bp 112.8 bp

% reads on target 95.5% 95.1%

% amplicon coverage uniformity 98.5% 98.5%
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Ampliseq 

Transcriptome 

Metrics

Extraction Method

Standard Multi-omics

Representative 

amplicon histogram

Average # of reads 10,455,222 9,014,092

Average read length 110 bp 110 bp

% transcripts 

detected 58.1% 58.8%

R to standard 0.994 0.989

R to multi-omics 0.989 0.995
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Multi-omics RNA

A New Sample Extraction Method for Multi-omics Profiling and Signaling Pathway Analysis
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose: This multi-omics sample preparation workflow enables extraction of DNA, RNA and peptides from multiple sample types,

including cells, fresh frozen tissue and FFPE. The isolated DNA and RNA are fully compatible with Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)

and the peptides are fully compatible with Mass Spectrometry (mass spec).

Methods: The multi-omics extraction protocol combines the Thermo Scientific™ EasyPep™ Mini MS Sample Prep Kit and the Applied

Biosystems™ MagMAX™ FFPE DNA/RNA Ultra Kit with modified protocols to allow for successive isolation of peptides, DNA, and

RNA from the same sample. DNA and RNA compatibility with NGS was verified on the Ion Torrent™ Ion™ Chef and S5 prime system.

Peptide compatibility with mass spec was verified on the Thermo Scientific™ Orbitrap Fusion™ Lumos™ Tribrid™ mass spectrometer.

Results: In this study we applied the multi-omics sample prep workflow to three applications; targeted signaling pathway and

transcriptomic analysis in human cells, molecular profiling in human fresh frozen tissue, and molecular profiling with DNA mutation

analysis in human FFPE cancer tissue. For human cells, the multi-omics extraction method yielded high quality DNA, RNA and

peptides, with RNA and peptide yields similar to or better than standard extraction methods. We observed very similar comparative

expression counts for 13 AKT/mTOR pathway genes for cells with and without IGF treatment from RNA extracted by the multi-omics

verses standard methods. A much larger transcriptomic analysis showed an excellent correlation between RNA from human cells

extracted by either method. When applying the multi-omics samples preparation workflow to human fresh frozen tissue, there was no

loss in DNA and RNA quality compared to standard extraction methods. NGS results from an Oncomine panel targeting >3700

amplicons were nearly identical for DNA from the two extraction methods, with target detection above 95% and uniformity of amplicon

coverage above 98%. Multi-omics extracted peptides from the fresh frozen tissue were fully compatible with mass spec and had 70%

of the protein group IDs of the standard extracted peptides. Peptides isolated by the multi-omics protocol had no bias for any particular

cellular compartment. Finally, the multi-omics sample preparation protocol could be successfully applied to human breast FFPE tissues

and yielded plenty of DNA, RNA and peptides for downstream analysis. We again observed high quality NGS DNA sequencing results

using a comprehensive Oncomine panel on the FFPE multi-omics extracted DNA, with target detection above 95% and uniformity of

amplicon coverage above 96%. Further, we were able to detect five clinically relevant DNA mutations in the breast cancer samples

that had been orthogonally confirmed by SNP qPCR.

INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges in creating multi-omics molecular profiles is the limited amount of relevant clinical material provided by small

surgical biopsy tissue and FFPE. Often, one must choose between obtaining only genetic or proteomic information from the sample.

Even when the sample source is plentiful, as with cells and large tissue, variation in cell populations or tissue sub-sections can create

discordance between genetic and proteomic results when processed separately to extract nucleic acid and protein. To solve this

problem, we developed a multi-omics sample extraction protocol to isolate peptides, DNA and RNA from a single sample source,

without the need to split the lysate during extraction. This protocol is resin and magnetic bead based and does not require any organic

phase extractions. The entire multi-omics sample preparation workflow can be completed in less than five hours. We applied the multi-

omics sample preparation to signaling pathway and transcriptomic analysis in human cells, and molecular profiling in human normal

fresh frozen and cancer FFPE tissues. This multi-omics approach can allow not only for clinically relevant DNA mutation and RNA

transcription detection, but also functional verification through protein analysis

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Sources

• HCT116 Colon cancer cells (CCL-247) were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured and treated with IGF-1 at

the Thermo Fisher Rockford, Il site.

• Human Lung normal fresh frozen tissue sections of 7-10 microns thickness (HF-601) were purchased from Zyagen (San Diego,

CA).

• Human Breast cancer fresh frozen tissue blocks were purchased from BioIVT (Westbury, NY) and formalin fixed and paraffin

embedded at Thermo Fisher Scientific.

Sample Preparation

The multi-omics sample preparation protocol combines the EasyPep Mini MS Sample Prep Kit and the MagMAX FFPE DNA/RNA

Ultra Kit with modifications to allow for successive isolation of peptides, DNA, and RNA from the same starting lysate. Prior to

extraction, HCT116 cells were lysed and pipette disrupted in EasyPep Mini MS lysis solution, human Lung fresh frozen tissue sections

were scraped from slides, lysed and homogenized by manual mortar and pestle grinding, and human Breast cancer FFPE tissues

were scraped from slides, deparaffinized with Xylene, rehydrated with an ethanol series and homogenized by manual mortar and

pestle grinding. Each sample was then processed through the multi-omics sample preparation protocol. DNA and RNA extraction with

the MagMAX FFPE DNA/RNA Ultra kit was automated on the Thermo Scientific™ KingFisher™ Flex Purification System.

The Invitrogen™ PureLink™ RNA Mini kit with DNase treatment using the Invitrogen™ TURBO DNA-free™ Kit was the standard

extraction for HCT116 RNA. The MagMAX DNA/RNA Ultra kit was the standard extraction method for Lung fresh frozen tissue DNA

and RNA. The EasyPep Mini MS kit served as the standard extraction method for HCT116 and Lung fresh frozen tissue peptides.

Post extraction, peptides were dried in a vacuum centrifuge and then reconstituted in water containing 0.1% formic acid. Peptide yields

were determined with the Thermo Scientific™ Pierce™ Quantitative Fluorometric Peptide Assay. DNA and RNA yields were measured

on the Invitrogen™ Qubit™ 3 system using the Invitrogen™ Qubit™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit or Invitrogen™ Qubit™ RNA HS Assay Kit,

respectively. DNA integrity was assessed by running 50 to 100 ng on 2% Invitrogen™ E-Gel™ EX Agarose Gels with Invitrogen™

50bp DNA ladder. RNA integrity for HCT116 cells was assessed by the same method. RNA integrity numbers (RIN) for fresh frozen

tissue RNA were measured with the TapeStation™ 2200 using the High Sensitivity RNA ScreenTape Analysis (Agilent, Santa Clara,

CA)

Next-Generation Sequencing and Analysis

For the AKT/mTOR pathway gene expression analysis, 10 ng of RNA from four multi-omics extraction replicates of HCT116 cells both

with and without IGF-1 treatment were subject to library preparation on the Ion Chef Instrument with our custom AKT pathway panel

using the Ion Torrent™ Ion Ampliseq™ Kit for Chef DL8. For transcriptome analysis, 10 ng of HCT116 (without IGF-1 treatment) RNA

from three multi-omics and three standard method extraction replicates were subject to library preparation on the Ion Chef using the

Ion Torrent™ Ion AmpliSeq™ Transcriptome Human Gene Expression Panel Chef-Ready Kit. Prior to library preparation, RNA was

converted to cDNA with Invitrogen™ SuperScript™ IV VILO™ Master Mix. For DNA analysis of Human Lung normal fresh frozen

tissue and Human Breast cancer FFPE tissue, 20 ng of DNA from four multi-omics and four standard extraction replicates from the

fresh frozen tissue and one multi-omics extraction replicate for each Breast cancer FFPE patient were subject to library preparation on

the Ion Chef using the Ion Torrent™Oncomine™ Comprehensive Assay v3C. All RNA and DNA library concentrations were measured

with the Ion Torrent™ Ion Library TaqMan™ Quantitation Kit. 50 to 100pM of each library was templated on the Ion Chef and

sequenced on the Ion Torrent™ Ion GeneStudio™ S5 Prime System using the Ion Torrent™ Ion 540™ Chef Kit on Ion Torrent™ Ion

540™ Chips. Templating QC was performed prior to 540 chip loading on the Qubit 3 with the Ion Torrent™ Ion Sphere™ Quality

Control Kit.

Raw sequencing datasets were processed and aligned to the human transcriptome or human genome (hg19) followed by the assay

specific amplicon target file with the Ion Torrent™ Torrent™ Suite Software and plugins (version 5.12.0). RNA reads were normalized

to reads per million with the ampliseqRNA plugin (v5.12.0.0) before plotting in excel (AKT pathway) or in GraphPad Prism 8 (Ampliseq

Transcriptome). Assay specific sequencing metrics were determined with the coverageAnalysis plugin (v5.12.0.0). Prior to Ampliseq

Transcriptome correlation analysis, reads per million were converted to log2(rpm+1) and averaged for each extraction method. Variant

calling on the Breast cancer FFPE samples was performed with the variantCaller plugin (v5.12.0.2).

Mass Spectrometry and Analysis

100 ng of peptides extracted from Human Lung fresh frozen tissue by the multiomics (n=3) or standard (n=3) extraction method were

analyzed with liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) using a Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ UHPLC column and the

Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid mass spectrometer. Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) and HCD fragmentation were used to generate

MS and MS2 spectra.

MS Skyline was used for retention time analysis and results were exported for plotting. Thermo Scientific™ Proteome Discoverer™ 2.4

software was used for searching acquired MS2 spectra against the human protein database (UniProt reviewed, December 2018) and

for post-data analysis (Gene Ontology). 1% FDR was set as the filtering threshold for protein and peptide identification.

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

▪ We have developed a multi-omics sample preparation protocol to isolate DNA, RNA and peptides from cells, fresh frozen tissue

and FFPE tissue. The DNA and RNA is fully compatible with NGS and the peptides are fully compatible with mass spec.

▪ DNA, RNA and peptide yields from the multi-omics extraction method are high enough for downstream analysis and in most cases,

similar to or higher than yields from standard extraction methods. DNA and RNA integrity is similar between extraction methods.

▪ In human cancer cells, there is excellent correlation (r2 = 0.98) for transcriptome expression counts between RNA isolated by the

multi-omics or standard extraction methods.

▪ In human Lung fresh frozen tissue, we observed nearly identical NGS results for the Oncomine Comprehensive Ampliseq assay for

DNA from both extraction methods with amplicon coverage uniformity > 98%. LC-MS results for the multi-omics peptides give 70%

of the total protein IDs for the standard extraction peptides, but there is no bias in where extracted proteins were located in the

cellular compartments.

▪ Multi-omics extraction was successful on human Breast cancer FFPE samples, with high quality DNA sequencing results and

successful calling of orthogonally confirmed variants.

▪ We will continue to improve on the multi-omics sample preparation workflow to further increase analyte yields and integrity and plan

to automate the protocol.
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Figure 1 – Multi-omics sample preparation workflow

Schematic of the basic multi-omics sample preparation workflow. From a single sample source, such as fresh frozen or FFPE tissue,

first peptides, then DNA, and then RNA are extracted sequentially without splitting the sample lysate. The peptides are ready for LC-MS

analysis. The DNA and RNA are ready for library preparation and NGS.

DNASample Peptides RNA

LC-MS NGS

Figure 2 – Multi-omics signaling pathway and transcriptomic analysis

A. Diagram of the AKT/mTOR signaling pathway induced by insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1). Red rectangles denote the

genes/proteins targeted by the complementary Ion Ampliseq NGS RNA custom panel and Thermo Fisher SureQuant MS assay. B.

50,000 human colon cancer cells (HCT116) were subject to both our multi-omics extraction method and standard extraction methods to

isolate only RNA (PureLink RNA Mini kit) or peptides (EasyPep Mini MS kit). Comparison of analyte yields for 3 to 4 replicates for each

extraction method are displayed in the table. C. Integrity of the multi-omics extracted DNA and RNA for four HCT116 extraction

replicates were verified by 2% E-Gel EX with a 50bp DNA ladder. Blue arrows in the RNA gel denote the 28S and 18S ribosomal

bands. D. RNA extracted from HCT116 cells subject to IGF-1 treatment (+IGF, orange) or control (-IGF, blue) through the Multi-omics

(n=4) or standard PureLink RNA Mini (n=3) method. Expression of 13 genes in the AKT/mTOR pathway were assessed using our

custom AKT pathway Ampliseq panel with sequencing on Ion Chef and S5 prime. Measured expression of 13 AKT pathway genes is

similar between the two extraction methods. (E,F) 10 ng of the RNA extracted from HCT116 control cells was subject to Ion Ampliseq

Transcriptome (20,812 genes) library preparation on the Ion Chef and sequencing on the Ion S5 prime. E. Summary table of average

sequencing metrics from standard extraction RNA libraries (n=3) verses multi-omics extraction RNA libraries (n=3). F. Correlation plot of

the average Log2(rpm+1) expression values for 20,812 genes in the transcriptome panel for each extraction method (n=3) shows a

strong correlation (r2 = 0.98).

13 target genes 

4 control genes

11 target proteins

(total and phosphorylated)

A.

B.

Extraction 

Method
DNA RNA Peptides

Standard - 750 ± 98 ng 9.3 ± 4 µg

Multi-omics 295 ± 39 ng 1289 ± 48 ng 9.0 ± 0.3 µg

DNA RNAC.

D.

E. F.
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Figure 3 – DNA and RNA results of multi-omics sample prep on fresh frozen tissue

A. Multi-omics sample prep was performed on 7-10 micron thick human Lung fresh frozen tissue sections. B. Comparison of analyte

yields when extracting with the multi-omics method (n=4) verses a standard extraction method (n=4) for DNA & RNA (MagMax

DNA/RNA Ultra). C. Integrity of the DNA from three standard extraction replicates (50 ng) verses three multi-omics extracted replicates

(100 ng) were verified by 2% E-Gel EX with a 50bp DNA ladder (first lane). RNA integrity numbers (RIN) for three replicates of each

extraction method were measured using the Agilent TapeStation High Sensitivity RNA assay. D. 20 ng of DNA extracted from the lung

tissue was subject to Oncomine Comprehensive Assay v3 DNA (161 genes; >3700 amplicons) library preparation on the Ion Chef and

sequencing on the Ion S5 prime. Summary table of sequencing metrics averages of four standard extraction replicates to the averages

of four multi-omics extraction replicates.
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Method
DNA RNA

Standard 581 ± 64 ng 1491 ± 187 ng

Multi-omics 1185.5 ± 265 ng 217 ± 64ng
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Extraction 

Method
Peptides

Standard 35 ± 3.6µg

Multi-omics 160 ± 9.5µg

DNA RNA
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Figure 4 – Peptide results of multi-omics sample prep on fresh frozen tissue

Multi-omics sample prep was performed on 7-10 micron thick human Lung fresh frozen tissue sections. A. Comparison of peptide

yields when extracting with the multi-omics method (n=4) verses a standard extraction method (n=3) (EasyPep Mini MS Sample Prep).

Multi-omics peptides were extracted with the DNA and RNA with results shown in Fig. 3B. B. 100 ng of peptides from three replicates

from each extraction method were run on LC-MS using a Dionex column and the Orbitrap Fusion Lumos mass spectrometer. Graphs

display the average number of peptides (left graph) and protein (right graph) groups identified for the standard (gray) and multi-omics

peptides (aqua). Multi-omics IDs are 70% of standard IDs. C. A gene ontology analysis was performed on the identified protein groups

using Proteome Discoverer 2.4. The cellular component representation from identified protein groups shows no bias for proteins from

particular cell regions when extracting with the multi-omics method.

A. B.

C.

Figure 5 – Multi-omics sample prep and variant calling on Breast cancer FFPE sections

The multi-omics sample prep method was applied to human Breast tumor FFPE tissue sections from four cancer patients. A. Summary

table of the total DNA, RNA and peptide yields from the four FFPE samples. An image of each FFPE slide is located to the left the

extraction results. B. DNA integrity was verified by running 25 ng on a 2% E-Gel EX with 50 bp DNA ladder (first lane). C. Sequencing

metrics of the Oncomine Comprehensive v3 DNA assay (161 genes; >3700 amplicons) run on DNA extracted from the four FFPE

samples. The metrics indicate a high quality DNA sequencing run. D. Variant calling results for known, clinically relevant DNA

mutations. These mutations were first discovered through SNP qPCR performed by BioIVT and all were also detected during the

variant calling on the DNA sequencing reads from the breast cancer FFPE samples. Mutation allelic frequency calculated by the variant

caller is noted in the last column.

A.

C.

D. Sample Known variant
Detected in multi-

omics DNA NGS?
Allelic frequency  (NGS)

#4
BRCA1:

Q1777fsinsP*74 Yes 80.9%

#10
HRAS:G12S Yes 28.3%

PIK3CA:E545G Yes 19.8%

#11 PIK3CA:H1047R Yes 8.4%

#13 PIK3CA:H1047R Yes 36.3%

B.

DNA

4 10 11 13

D.


